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Presentations:
Our Chamfered Psyche:
The Mental Dental Connection
This course explores strategies for working
together to improve mental health so we can
be our best. It is time to remove the taboo and
face the facts.

Engage, Energize & Entertain
Your Attendees
Dr. Joshua Austin’s presentations deliver practical, applicable
education that inspires and entertains attendees while also
offering sound fundamentals that make a difference in dental
practice success. His keynote performances are met with rave
reviews from audiences and conference organizers alike.

What’s New? Materials and Tech
that Expedite Excellence
In this interactive, fast-moving course, Dr.
Austin shares the current trends in dental
materials and technologies.

#ReputationMatters: The ‘No Cost’
Method for Growing Your Practice
This course demystifies the world of online
reviews. Learn which review sites are most
impactful to dental practices, and how to
ensure success in receiving positive reviews.

Joshua Austin, DDS, MAGD
www.AustinDentalSeminars.com
jaustindds@me.com • 210-393-6902

Our Chamfered Psyche: The Mental Dental Connection
Dental professionals often examine the physical
aspects of wellness yet we rarely explore or
discuss the mental aspects. It is time to remove
the taboo and face the facts.
Anxiety, pain, depression, burnout. Dentistry can be difficult and take a toll. Studies
show us that dental professionals experience a high incidence of mental illness.
Additionally, many dental professionals don’t clearly understand the mental health
conditions that our patients present with, which red flags to watch for or what to
do/how to intervene.
Presented in Dr. Joshua Austin’s trademark comedic style, this course explores
strategies for working together to improve mental health so we can be our best.
Learn how to recognize triggers and warning signs. Identify essential tools and
resources. Discover how and when to refer to a mental health professional. Explore
and understand mental health terms, common treatments and therapy options.
Gain coping mechanisms and learn how to manage expectations – both our own
and those of our patients.

Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Define mental health terms and analyze mental health statistics
Discover mechanisms for coping with our personal and professional challenges
Illuminate common DSM-5 diagnoses and characteristics
Learn how to choose the professionals for our own personal wellness team
Identify and examine our psychologic triggers and their importance
Explore the benefits of psychotherapy
Consider today to be Dental Mental Health Day!

SUGGESTED FORMAT: Half Day or Evening; Lecture, Workshop, Keynote
SUGGESTED AUDIENCE: All Dental Professionals

With a constant stream of new products that claim
to be bigger, better, faster flooding the industry, it is
challenging to know which are effective and
efficient… and where there is hype.
In this fast-moving market, advertising makes every product appear to be the
panacea. However, some of the best products and services don’t enter the market
with much fanfare. Dental professionals can become bogged down or confused
when trying to decipher which new materials and technologies are right for their
practices.
As editorial director with Dental Economics magazine, Dr. Joshua Austin authors
the column Pearls for Your Practice and has personally worked with most new
products and technologies that have entered the market. In this interactive, fastmoving course, Joshua shares the current trends in dental materials and
technologies. Learn how materials have changed over the past few years and how
those changes can affect your procedures and practice.
This evergreen program is continually evolving and fresh, making it a great
option for a repeat presentation. Bring Joshua back time and time again to help
attendees stay abreast of the dental materials and technologies of today’s
dentistry!

Learning Objectives:

What’s New? Materials and Tech that Expedite Excellence

• Illuminate growing trends and discover the best
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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new products and innovations on the market
Explore the impact new products/technologies
have on the practice’s bottom line
Gain a formula for assessing time savings vs
financial output in your purchasing decisions
Analyze how bulk fill posterior composites compare
to their traditional counterparts
Discuss time saving placement techniques for bulk
fill posterior composites
Review universal adhesives and their advantages
Explore the three etching techniques and learn
when each are appropriate
Review current cements and identify which classes
are superior
Discuss when luting is an appropriate choice
instead of bonding
Explore many other products and items that can
make your life easier and your dentistry faster

SUGGESTED FORMAT: Full or Partial Day; Lecture, Workshop
SUGGESTED AUDIENCE: Dentists and Restorative Clinical Team

#ReputationMatters: The ‘No Cost’ Method for Growing Your Practice
Tired of spending your hard-earned dollars to
market the practice and then wondering if the
investment will ever pay for itself?
Online reviews are the missing link. For literally no cash output, the online patient
testimonial will take a practice much further than paid marketing. Yet, ignoring the
power of the online review is a common blind spot.
Designed for the full team and presented in Dr. Joshua Austin’s trademark
comedic style, this course demystifies the world of online reviews. We will explore
the academic literature and analyze the psychology of online reviews and buying
decisions. Learn which review sites are most important and impactful to dental
practices. Recognize the systems and tools that ensure success in receiving
positive patient reviews. Discover the best way to respond to a negative review.

Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Explore online reviews strategies that drive patients to your office
Identify the essential steps to increase your online presence (at practically no fee)
Discover the ideal response to a bad online review (you may be surprised!)
Examine strategies that engage patients in social media platforms
Specify the review sites you should engage with to protect your practice
Pinpoint options for driving more clicks to your website
Illuminate the platforms that will best serve your dental practice

SUGGESTED FORMAT: Full or Partial Day; Lecture, Workshop
SUGGESTED AUDIENCE: Dentists and Restorative Clinical Team

Joshua Austin, DDS, MAGD
Nobody wants to sit through a snooze-fest!
Your attendees want to be engaged,
energized and entertained.
On mainstages at major conferences across the industry, Dr. Joshua Austin’s
presentations deliver practical, applicable education that inspires and
entertains attendees while also offering sound fundamentals that make a
difference in dental practice success. His keynote performances, from Dentsply
Sirona World to Seattle Study Club Symposiums, are met with rave reviews
from audiences and conference organizers alike. Joshua incorporates his
trademark comedic style in his lectures across the country on topics such as
mental wellness, new products/materials review, and online reputation
management.
As editorial director and columnist for Dental Economics focusing on dental
products and technology (Pearls for Your Practice), he offers a fresh approach
in today’s commercial driven dental journalism. When you read a ‘Pearl’, you are
getting an honest evaluation of a product which was used by Joshua in clinical
practice on a patient.
A graduate of the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
Dental School, Joshua served five years post-graduation as faculty in the
Department of Restorative Dentistry. Today he maintains a full-time restorative
dentistry private practice in San Antonio, Texas.
Joshua has been honored with several awards during his dental career. In 2009,
the Texas Dental Association names him Young Dentist of the Year. In 2010, the
Texas Academy of General Dentistry named him New Dentist of the Year.
Joshua has earned a Mastership in the Academy of General Dentistry. In 2014,
Joshua was awarded with a Fellowship in the American College of Dentists for
his outstanding commitment to ethics in patient care.
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Tes ti m o ni al s

“There is only one speaker who I go out of my way to see speak live, and that is
Dr. Joshua Austin. Any time I get to choose the speakers, he is a ‘must have’
because I know attendees will love him. I asked Joshua to speak at a program with
174 other speakers and he was the second highest rated speaker! And he did it
from a breakout room! The following year he presented on the main stage in front
of an audience of 5,000 and he crushed it. Book Joshua for your next meeting, I
promise your group will love it!” -Michael DiTolla DDS
“I love working with Joshua! As an event project director, it is important to be able
to count on the speakers you bring in. With Joshua, you know he will provide an
engaging presentation that is current and more importantly, with tips the
audience can implement right away. He’s a triple threat—dapper, dependable,
and always delivers.” -Shaida Haberlach; Director of Project, Seattle Study Club
"I'm a dentist, but also a meeting planner. We've had Joshua at Voices of
Dentistry multiple times. One of the reasons is that he's such a pro that we don't
have to manage him. He's there when we need him, he delivers on stage like no
one else and he's easy to deal with from beginning to end. If you have a chance
to book Joshua Austin, you'd be crazy not to!” -Alan Mead DDS, Voices of Dentistry

M e mb e r s hi p s
•
•
•
•
•

PR ES EN TATIONS (Part ial List)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Academy of General Dentistry
American Dental Association
Texas Dental Association
Seattle Study Club
Dental Speakers Bureau

American Dental Association
Seattle Study Club National Symposium (multiple)
Dentsply Sirona World (Main stage)
American Academy of Restorative Dentistry
Dentsply Sirona’s Siroworld
Yankee Dental Congress (multiple)
3M Digital Summit (multiple)
Seattle Study Club (40+ Chapters)

